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Oriented hypergraphs are defined, so that it is possible to genc&ze popositions characteriz- 
ing the chromatic number and the stability number of a graph by means of crientations i!tnd 
elementary paths, to the strong and weak chromatic number and the strong and we& stability 
number of a hypergraph. 
An orientation of a finite undirected graph G without leaps nor m;Mple edges 
consists in repliacilag each edge by exactly one direct& arc. The following two 
theorems characterize the stability number a(G) and the chromatic number r(G) 
by means of orientations and elementary paths: 
Theorem 1 (Gallai, Milgram [l, p. 298]). To each orientation 0,’ Q graph G there is 
a path ikc0mposition in the resultin, 0 oriented graph of a(C) vertex-disjoint 
elementary paths. Futiknnom, there is an orientatioc: SQ ihat no such decomposition 
has less than a(G) elementary paths. 
Tkorem 2 (Roy, Gallai [l, p. 334). To each orientation of a graph G there is an 
elementary path in the resulting oriented graph with y(G) vertices. Fu~hemore, 
there is an orientation so that no elementary path has mar? than y(G) vertices. 
For a shorter formulation aud extensive discussion of these theToems ee 
Deming [2]. There also is shown that one can restrict hem to acyclic orientations. 
Here the aim is to give a hypergraphic formulation. 
To do this we replace graphs by hypergraphs without loops nor mtikiple edges. 
In a hypergraph H there are two well known chrom 
d two stability numbers QZ 
sp. x(H)) is the smallest number of colours needed 
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to colour the vertices of IK so tbt ‘~9 WJO fresp. not all) vertices of an edge have 
the same colour. lx(H) (resp. p(H)) is the maximum cardinal&y of a set of vertices 
containing no two (resp. not all) vertices of an edge. Now the difficulty is to 
choose a suitable generalization of “orientation” and “path”. 
First, an orientation of H consists in replacing each edge E of H by exactly one 
IEl-tuple F of all its vertices, called hyperarc. Then in the resulting oriented 
hypergraph we can define a strong path to be a sequence (x1, F,, x2, F2, . . . . 
&- 1, xk) where the x: are vertices and I$ hyperarcs, X# xi for i# j, and xi, q+l 
are elements of Fi with q elsewhere in the left of q+l in Fi. With this we get the 
“strong” version for hypergraphs of these theorems by writing “hypergraph” for 
“graph”, “El” for “G”, and inserting “strong” where necessary. It is immediate 
that they hold-for the first parts of the new theorems apply the first parts of the 
old ones to one of the oriented 2-sections (see Berge [lj) of H having the 
property that (x, y) being in its arc-set fmplies x being in the left of y in a 
common hyperarc of the oriented H, while for the second parts choose the 
orientation of N with x in the left of y in a common hyperarc if (x, y) is an arc in 
an acyclic orientation of the 2-section of E? satisfying the second parts of the old 
theorems. 
A weak path is defined similary as a strong path except hat now 4 must be the 
first element of 6 and q+l the last element of I$. With this we get the theorems 
for the weak stability number (resp. weak chromatic numbers like those for the 
strong numbers above,. The proof of the first parts then is done by applying the 
first parts of the old theorems to one of the oriented graphs obtained from the 
graph of the relation “before” on the vertex-set of H by deleting (x, y) or (y, X) if 
both are arcs, and where x is said to be “before” y if x is the first and y is the last 
element of a common hyperarc. It is easy to see that the stability number (resp. 
chromatic number) of this graph is not greater (resp. not less) than p(H) (resp. 
x(H)). For the second part of the first theorem consider an antisymmetric 
complete relation < on the vertex-set of H with x: C y if x in U, y not in U, and U 
is a fixed weak stable set of H with cardinality B(H). In the corresponding 
orientation of H with x at the left of y in a common hyperarc if x < y, each weak 
path contains at most one vertex in U and so each weak path deamposition 
contains at least P(H) weak paths. For th: second part of the other theorem let H 
be weakly &cured with integers 1, . . . , ,y(H). Then we can choose < with x < y 
ii‘ the colour df x is less than the colour of y. In the corresponding orientation of H 
the colours along a Iweak path are strictly increasing, so it contains at most x(H) 
vertices. 
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